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Abstract. A 37 day long recordingof the seafloor
vertical electric field collected on the East Pacific Rise
and south of the mouth of the Gulf of California is

examined. The principal barotropic ocean tides are

detectedby regression
analysisand displayelectricfield
valuesthat yield typicalopenoceanwatervelocitiesof
1 cm/s or less. Spectralanalysisand modelingindicate
that internal wave-induced

electric fields consistent

with the Garrett-Munk kinematic description explain
the data between the local inertial frequency of

0.033 cph and about 1 cph. At lower frequencies,a
variance enhancement near 90 h period of unknown

netic east-westcomponentof the water velocity on all
temporal and spatialscales. Due to the nearly axially
geocentricorientationof the earth'smagneticfield, this
correspondsclosely to the zonal water velocity at all
except high latitudes.
Previous work has established a technique for

measuring
the VEF in the deepocean[Harvey,1974]
and demonstrateda qualitative similarity between VEF
and conventional current meter measurements at long

periods in equatorial waters [Harvey and Patzert,
1976]. This paper continues the development by a
more quantitativeexaminationof a single, 37 day long

originis alsopresent.Low but significant
coherence
of

seafloor VEF record collected south of the Gulf of Cal-

the VEF with land magneticobservatorydata is also
demonstrated;this is probablydue to motion of the

ifornia. Spectral analysis and modeling show that
ambient internal wave activity consistent with the
Garrett-Munk description is dominant between the

electric field instrument in ambient water currents.

local inertial frequency(m.033 cph) and about 1 cph.
The barotropicoceantides and a long period (m90 h)

Introduction

disturbanceof indeterminate origin are also prominent
features of the data. A low but significantcoherence
beingmaderoutinelyin the deepocean,usuallyin con- of the VEF with land magneticfield observationsindijunctionwith geophysical
experiments
utilizingmagne- cates a slight coupling of the HEF into the vertical
totelluricsounding[e.g.,Filloux, 1982]. Interpretation component,limiting the ultimate sensitivityof the VEF
to water motion. Nevertheless, the VEF can detect
of the HEF in terms of water velocityis complicatedby
the necessityto separatethe contemporaneous
oceanic moving seawaterwith mm/s or better precision.
Horizontal electric field (HEF)

measurements are

and externalpartsfrom the data on all time scales,and

by the effectsof inductiveand galvanicinteractions

Data

with the earth and the spatialaveraginginherent in the

HEF at low frequencies. Despite these difficulties,
measurements of the HEF have been applied success-

fully to the studyof oceanographic
phenomena,especiallytransportmonitoringin narrowboundarycurrents
[Larsenand Sanford,1985].

The VEF time serieswas acquiredin Jan--Mar 1979
at 21ø32.3'N, 109ø56.1'W,near the crest of the East
Pacific Rise and south of the mouth of the Gulf of Cal-

ifornia in water 3200 m deep. The data were collected

as an ancillarypart of ROSE (Rivera Ocean Seismic

By useof the verticalelectricfield (VEF), manyof Experiment) and in conjunctionwith a programof
the problemsthat occurwith the HEF maybe avoided. seafloormagnetotelluric
[Filloux, 1982] and pressure

The insulatingatmospherepreventssignificantvertical
electriccurrentsfrom flowing into the oceanfrom the
ionosphereand magnetosphere,
so that the VEF is
entirely of oceanic origin. Becauseof the large
electricalconductivitycontrastbetweensea water and
rock,verticalelectriccurrentleakageinto the seafloor
is small,andto an excellentdegreeof'approximation

Ez---(•h x ]•h)z

(1).

where
•'histhehorizontal
water
velocity
and•h isthe
horizontalpart of the geomagneticfield. This means
that the VEF is a direct measure of the local geomag-

field [Filloux, 1983] measurements.
The VEF measuringpackageconsistedof a selfbuoyant,aluminumpressurecasecontaininga digital
cassette recorder and associated electronics and was

anchored to the seafloor on a meter-long tether. An
insulated cable was floated over the instrument and
connected to silver-silver chloride electrodes at about

4 m and 161 m above the bottom.

The potential

difference

was

between

the

electrodes

recorded

27= 128 timesper hour with a leastcountsensitivityof
0.00488tzV/m; this corresponds
to a geomagnetic
east-westwater velocity of 0.0162 cm/s averagedover
the interelectrodespacingof 157 m.

Figure1 showsa 5.5 day section(equivalentto m4
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inertialperiods)of the VEF data, alongwith simultaneous measurementsof the north magnetic and east elec-
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per siderealyear from 1 cycleper day) were not successful, and in those instancesonly the member with
the larger contribution to the astronomicaldriving

H

I $OnT

potential was retained. Table 1 lists the tide parame-

tersby species,
includingthe VEF amplitude,the phase
1p.v/m

referencedto 0000 UT 1 Jan 1979, single sided 95%
confidencelimits based on normal statistics,and the

equivalentgeomagnetic
east-west(•zonal) watervelocity computedfrom (1). The largestcomponentis the

lunarsemidiurnal
(M 2) tide with a velocityof about

I
•

1 day

5p.v/m

1 cm/s, typicalof the open oceanbarotropictide, fol-

lowedby substantial
contributions
fromK•, M•, Q1,

I

Fig. 1. A 5.5 day section (equivalentto 4 inertial
periods) of the vertical electric field (V) starting at

and S2. No coherentenergycould be detectedat the
harmonicsof the solar daily variation of ionospheric
originwhichdominatesboth the HEF and its magnetic
counterparts. The tide removal procedurereducedthe

0000 UT on 19 Feb 1979 compared to simultaneous

datavariance
from 0.394(tzV/m)2 to 0.305(tzV/m)2,

sectionsof the north magneticfield (H) and eastelectric field (Y) collectedat a nearby seafloorsite. The

a changeof about 23%.

scalesare indicated by the tic marks.

SpectralAnalysisand Discussion

componentswere chosenfor comparisonbecausethey

per hour for subsequent
analysis.After prewhitening

contain most of the variance in the horizontal

with a five term autoregressive
filter, a powerspectrum
of the entire time serieswascomputedusingthe multiple prolate expansion method proposedby Thomson

The regressionresidualswere decimatedto 8 samples
fields.

Geomagnetic activity was quite high during this time,
but the impulsive signature of a magnetic storm is

obvious only in the horizontal electromagneticfields.
By contrast, the VEF data are dominated by diurnal
and semidiurnal tidal elements, inertial oscillations,
and a lower amplitude, higher frequency constituent

[1982], and appearsas Figure 2. The data seriesis

tides were fit to the time series. Sincethe sensitivity
of conventionalleastsquaresregressionto a small fraction of statisticallyinconsistentdata (outliers) is well
known, a robust regressionprocedure[Huber, 1981]
utilizing iteratively reweighted least squares was

(spectralleakage)criterion. This resultsin correlations
in the final spectrumover a region of O(T -1) in

windowed separately with members of a family of
discrete prolate spheroidal sequences and Fourier
transformed to yield raw spectral estimates, called
due to internal waves, as will be demonstrated.
eigenspectra. The orthogonalityof the data windows
In order to establish the oceanic origin of the
ensuresindependenceof the eigenspectra.Statistical
periodic variations that characterizethe VEF data, consistencyis achieved by data adaptiveaveragingof
sinusoidswith the known frequenciesof the principal the individualspectrausinga minimum broadbandbias

employed. This automatically minimizes the influence
of outliers and ensures that the regressionresiduals
have zero mean and are uncorrelated,as is required by
the Gauss-Markov theorem to yield an unbiased esti-

width, where T is the length of the time series. This
bandwidthis a free parameter, and the varianceof the
spectrum is reduced as it is increased at the obvious

penaltyof reducedfrequencyresolution,assumingthat

the bias does not also rise. The final spectrum is
characterizedby low bias due to the use of optimal
data windowsand adaptive smoothing,yet the statistimate of the line parameters. Due to the short length cal efficiencyis quite high, in contrastto more convenof the record, attempts to resolve closelyspacedtidal
tional band averagedestimates. Further detailsmay be
components
(e.g.,P] andK i, whichdifferby 1 cycle found in Thomson [1982].

Table 1. Tidal Line Fit
Period

Amplitude

Species

(hr)

quV/m)

% Error

Phase

Uncertainty

Zonal Velocity
(cm/s)

Q1
O•
M]

26.868356

0.0829

25.819341
24.833248
23.934469
23.098477
12.658348
12.420601
12.000000

0.0482
0.0950
0.244
0.0554
0.0277

5.0
8.7
4.4
1.7
7.4
14.8
1.4
5.8

152.8
71.3
-67.7
-127.3
-93.2
75.0
-72.2
-49.5

2.8
5.0
2.5
1.0
4.2

0.27
0.16
0.31
0.81
0.18

8.5
0.8
3.3

0.09
1.01
0.23

K]
J•
N2
M2
S2

0.305
0.0692
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techniques[Filloux, 1974]. There is little evidencefor
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dent oceanographic
data from the area, the origin of
this low frequencyspectralbump cannot be inferred
unambiguously.
It shouldbe notedthat Filloux [1983]

•.• 10-4
•

(m0.07-0.09 cph) in Figure 2, suggesting
limited tidal
baroclinicity,althoughdiurnal baroclinictides could be
present but indistinguishablefrom the broad inertial
peak. A significantconcentrationof varianceat about
0.01 cph is also apparent. The width of this feature is
controlledby the correlationpropertiesof the multiple
window estimator, and it could in reality represent a
fairly narrow band disturbance. Integratingthe variance spectrumover the peak yields an equivalentwater
velocityof about0.5 cm/s. In the absenceof indepen-

observedintensificationin the same frequency band in
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Fig. 2. The powerspectraldensity(bottom)for the
vertical electric field data after removal of the tidal

a single nearby seafloor pressure recording. No
significantcoherencecould be obtainedbetween the
VEF and pressurefield near 0.01 cph, but dynamical
argumentssuggestthat correlationof' the pressuregradient (which is not known) with the water current
measuredby the VEF would be expected. The spectral

bump is clearlyof oceanicorigin; a similar feature is
not observed in any of the nearby seafloor HEF or
magnetic
field data, nor is it presentin the spectraof
bandwidthproductof 4 and 7 eigenspectra.The data
contemporaneous land magnetic observatory time
were paddedwith zeroesto avoidcircularconvolutions
series. Possiblecausesinclude topographically-trapped
during processing,so the lowest frequenciesare not
waves on the East Pacific Rise or along the North
significant.The solid line is the model spectrumfor
contributioncomputedusing the multiple prolate window method

internal

described in the text

waves

consistent

with

the

with

a time-

Garrett-Munk

description.The top plot showsthe equivalentdegrees
of freedom in the spectrumafter data adaptiveweights
were applied.

American coast and the basin-wide, barotropic oscillation of the Pacific observed at about the same period

by Luther [1982].
At the highestfrequencies,the spectrumof Figure 2
displaysan abrupt decreasein slope. This cannot be
attributed to internal waves, as the seafloorhorizontal
velocity from that source decreases rapidly as the

The solidline in Figure 2 is a model spectrumfor the
VEF producedby ambientinternalwavesthat is based
on the Garrett-Munk kinematic description, as discussedin Chave [1984]. The model is constructedby

combininga numericalverticalnormalmodeexpansion
of the internal wave field using the exponentialBrunt-

1.0
-08

V•iis•ilaprofilesuggested
by Garrettand Munk [1972]

0.6

with a set of Green functions for the electromagnetic

field. Agreement of the predictedinternal wave spectrum with the observationsis excellent, except for a
possibledeficitin powernear the inertialfrequency. In
particular, the computed spectrumof Figure 2 is

approximately
X124
distributed,
yielding
an uncertainty
of about a factor of 2 in power, while the parameters
of the Garrett-Munk spectrum are only known with a
similar accuracy,and the small differencesbetween
observationand model are not significant. This sug-

geststhat oceanicinternal wavesare the dominant
source of VEF fluctuations between the inertial fre-

quencyandabout1 cphoutsideof the tidalbands.
It is more difficult to make quantitative assertions

about the VEF spectrumat lower (sub-inertial)frequencies
due to the shortrecordlength. The unknown
effect of instrument drift limits the usefulness of the

data at the longestperiods;this will be eliminatedin
future experimentsby the use of electrodechopping
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Fig. 3. The squaredmultiple coherenceof the vertical
electric field with all three magnetic field components
at the standard observatoriesin Honolulu, HI and Tucson, AZ. The coherencehas about 25 independent
estimatesat each point, and adjacentfrequenciesare
partiallycorrelateddue to the data window used in the
processing.The dashed line is the 95% significance
level for zero true coherence.
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Brunt-V/iis•/lafrequencyis approached.While benthic
boundarylayer processes
are a possibleexplanation,
the BBL is poorly developedin the eastern Pacific
[Hayes,1980],andan alternatecauseis sought.
Standardthree-component
magnetograms
with a time
resolution of 1 cm/hr and synchronous with the

Scalingthe spectrumof Figure2 by a factorof 11
convertsit to geomagnetic
east-west
or (nearly)zonal
watervelocityin (cm/s)2/cph.In spiteof thecontaminationof the VEF by the HEF, this givesa noiselevel

of about10-4 (cm/s)2/cph,substantially
betterthan is

seafloor VEF data were collected for the magnetic

obtained with mechanical current meters. The VEF is
also free of the rotor stallswhich plaguecurrent meters

observatoriesat Tucson, AZ and Honolulu, HI. The

in the absence of a mean flow.

paperrecordswere digitizedat approximately1 mm
intervalsand interpolatedto 8 samplesper hour usinga
taut cubic spline. The squaredmultiple coherenceof
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The observed

lack of coherent energy in the solar daily variation and
its harmonicsindicatesthat the packagedid not have a
consistent

plane.

orientation

and moved

in the

horizontal
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